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Forward looking statements

• IMPORTANT: The following applies to this document, the oral presentation of the information in this document by Immunovia AB (publ) (the “Company”) or any person on behalf of the 
Company, and any question-and-answer session that follows the oral presentation (collectively, the “Information”).

• The Information has been prepared and issued by the Company solely for use at the presentation held by the Company in relation to the Company’s operations and position. The 
Information has not been independently verified and will not be updated. Unless otherwise stated, and any market data used in the Information is not attributed to a specific source, 
are estimates of the Company, and have not been independently verified. The Information, including but not limited to forward-looking statements, applies only as of the date of this 
document and is not intended to give any assurances as to future results.

• THE INFORMATION IS BEING MADE AVAILABLE TO EACH RECIPIENT SOLELY FOR ITS INFORMATION AND BACKGROUND. 

• The Information does not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities issued by the 
Company.

• The Information contains forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact included in the Information are forward-looking statements. Forward-
looking statements give the Company’s current expectations and projections relating to its financial condition, results of operations, plans, objectives, future performance and business. 
These statements may include, without limitation, any statements preceded by, followed by or including words such as “target,” “believe,” “expect,” “aim,” “intend,” “may,” 
“anticipate,” “estimate,” “plan,” “project,” “will,” “can have,” “likely,” “should,” “would,” “could” and other words and terms of similar meaning or the negative thereof. Such forward-
looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors beyond the Company’s control that could cause the Company’s actual results, 
performance or achievements to be materially different from the expected results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such 
forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company’s present and future business strategies and the environment in which it will operate in the 
future. The Company disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Revolutionizing blood-based 

diagnostics to advance early 

detection of pancreatic 

cancer and increase patient 

survival rates
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CLIA and CAP-accredited laboratory in 
Marlborough, MA and HQ in Lund, Sweden

Incorporated 2007 in Sweden, 2017 in US

Listed on Nasdaq Stockholm under 
IMMNOV

Front-runner in non-invasive early detection 
of pancreatic cancer (PDAC)

Initial US patient population of over 1.8 million  in 
pancreatic cancer 

Commercial build out in US following launch

Execute US reimbursement plan

New executive management team

Revolutionizing 
blood-based 
diagnostics to 
advance early 
detection of 
pancreatic cancer 
and increase 
patient survival 
rates

Establishing the leader in the early detection of pancreatic cancer

DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION TRANSITIONING FOCUS TO COMMERCIAL EXECUTION AND US MARKET PENETRATION 
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Pancreatic is one of the most lethal cancers with limited 
diagnostic innovation

Sources: 
GLOBACAN 2020
National Cancer Institute
American Cancer Society

Limited industry spending is dedicated to addressing the third deadliest cancer

US deaths by cancer 2020 5-year survival rates:
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Patients are often diagnosed too late when surgery is 
no longer an option

Sources: 
GLOBACAN 2020
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/pancreatic-cancer/detection-diagnosis-staging/survival-rates.html retrieved 2021-09-27
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/pancreatic-cancer/treating/surgery.html retrieved 2021-09-27
https://seer.cancer.gov/statfacts/html/pancreas.html, retrieved 2021-09-27
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/pancreatic-cancer/detection-diagnosis-staging/survival-rates.html retrieved 2021-09-27

Traditional diagnostic methods for pancreatic cancer have resulted in low patient survival rates

80%
Late Dx

<20%
Early Dx

3%
5-year survival rate 
when found late
(metastatic, non-resectable)

Treatment methods:
• Chemotherapy
• Clinical trial therapeutics 
• Palliative Care

Treatment methods:
• Chemotherapy 
• Surgery
• Clinical trial therapeutics

42%
5-year survival rate 
when diagnosed early 
(surgical optionality)
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US addressable patient population of over 1.8 million patients

Surveillance Markets

• Surveillance generally involves annual imaging to 
detect pancreatic cancer in high-risk individuals:

• Individuals with a family history of 
pancreatic cancer or genetic mutations that 
increase risk

• Patients with chronic pancreatitis

• Individuals with worrisome IPMN pancreatic 
cysts, usually discovered incidentally

• Patients over the age of 50 with new onset 
type II diabetes

• Surveillance occurs in two settings

• High-risk Surveillance Programs located at 
academic medical centers adept at 
diagnosing & treating pancreas cancer

• Surveillance by community 
gastroenterologists

New Onset Diabetes Familial/Hereditary Pancreatitis IPMN Differential

2022 Total Addressable Patient Population

~1M patients

~600K patients

~100K patients ~100K patients
TBD

Surveillance Markets

Source: Company Estimates
1. Subject to CMS final determination following comment period
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Limitations in current standard of care for 
pancreatic cancer diagnosis

Too few patients under 
surveillance

Imaging is burdensome 
for patients

Imaging results can be 
inconclusive

Imaging frequently fails 
to identify pancreatic 

cancer early

• Only 21% of patients who 
qualify for high-risk 
pancreatic cancer 
surveillance enroll

• Biggest reason cited: lack 
of awareness

• The nearest center with a 
surveillance program is 
too far for many high-risk 
individuals

• Both MRCP and 
endoscopic ultrasound 
generally require travel to 
a surveillance center

• Endoscopic ultrasound 
(EUS) is an invasive 
procedure that carries the 
risk of pain, bleeding or 
acute pancreatitis

• Some patients experience 
claustrophobia with MRIs

• Small tumors are difficult 
to detect with imaging

• Meta-analysis indicates 
the specificity of MRCP is 
89% and EUS is 86%

• Interpretation of imaging 
results can vary by 
radiologist

• Imaging fails to identify 
some PDACs, especially 
small tumors

• Diagnosis of pancreatic 
cancer frequently occurs 
at stage 3 or 4, when 
surgery is not an option

• Pancreatic cancer can 
progress quickly in the 
year-long interval 
between imaging

Everett JN, Burgos G, Chun J et al. Cancer surveillance awareness and practice among families at increased risk for pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Cancer. 

2021;127:2271-2278.

Toft J, Hadden WJ, Laurence JM et al. Imaging modalities in the diagnosis of pancreatic adenocarcinoma: A systematic review and meta-analysis of sensitivity, 

specificity and diagnostic accuracy. Eur J Radiol. 2017;92:17-23.
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First US blood-based
pancreatic cancer monitoring test

Revolutionary blood-based test: IMMray® PanCan-d

Immunovia’s product aims to increase survival rates for patients with pancreatic cancer

First-to-market advantage

Unique “disease fingerprints”
from a blood sample

Accurate microarray  
patented technology

US addressable market size of 
over 1.8 million patients

Significant unmet 
medical need

Performance and patient 
experience advantages vs. 

current surveillance methods
Product advantages

• Test measures 9 biomarkers to detect pancreatic cancer; 
protected by patents across 7 patent families

• Proprietary algorithm classifies sample into 1 of 3 actionable 
results; biomarker weighting is a trade secret

• Results reported 5 -7 days after specimen receipt



10*If CA19-9 value is 2.5 U/ml, sample will not be re-drawn. Assumption is patient is Lewis-null genotype and retesting is not indicated.

HIGH-RISK SIGNATURE 
PRESENT

Serum is classified as high-risk for pancreatic cancer

Immunovia Medical 
Director calls ordering 

physician; prompt 
clinical evaluation

NEGATIVE FOR 
HIGH-RISK SIGNATURE

Serum is classified as low-risk for pancreatic cancer
Continue with regular 

surveillance

BORDERLINE
Serum could not be classified as high-risk or low-risk 

for pancreatic cancer (too close to the cutoff)

Consider EUS based on 
pre-test probability; 

Retest IMMray PanCan-
d in 3-6 months

TEST NOT PERFORMED
(TNP)

Specimen could not be processed due to poor 
quality sample or CA19-9 value of 2.5 U/ml or less.

Re-draw with patient if 
appropriate*

IMMray® PanCan-d provides specific, actionable results
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Broad clinical validation of IMMray® PanCan-d 

2020

Commercial test model study

1,113 patient samples

89 PDAC stages I & II 

182 PDAC stages III & IV      

8 EU/US sites

PDAC stage I-II versus healthy

Specificity 98%

Sensitivity 85%

2020

Verification study

519 patient samples

81 PDAC stages I & II                

84 PDAC stages III & IV

9 EU/US sites

PDAC stage I-II versus healthy

Specificity 99%

Sensitivity 78%

586 patient samples

56 PDAC Stages I & II

111 PDAC Stages III & IV

11 EU/US sites

PDAC stage I-II versus familial/hereditary

Specificity 99%

Stage I-II Sensitivity 89% 

Stage I-IV Sensitivity 92%

2022

Blinded validation study
(Publication: Clin Transl Gastroenterol. 2022)

Commercial Test Model

Candidate commercial signature and fine tune algorithm using fresh 
samples. 

310 healthy controls and 488 symptomatic controls.

All CA19-9 samples included

Verification (Case control study)

Locked signature and algorithms on known clinical samples

212 healthy controls and 112 symptomatic controls.

All CA19-9 samples included

Validation 

Blinded clinical samples.

216 healthy and 203 high-risk controls  

Lewis Null excluded

CA19-9 values <2.5 U/ml are Lewis Antigen Null genotype (le/le), patients don’t 
express CA19-9 

PanFAM-1 study showed 97% specificity but not enough PDAC’s to evaluate sensitivity
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Extensive key opinion leader & advocacy network

Advocacy Partner Organizations

Key Research and Clinical Collaborators

Commercial strategy leverages KOL relationships and patient advocacy collaborations 
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Staged approach to commercializing IMMray PanCan-d

PHASE LAUNCH (CURRENT) GROWTH (MEDIUM-TERM) EXPANSION (LONG-TERM)

Intended Uses in 

Pancreatic Cancer 

Detection

Genetic and familial risk factors Genetic and familial risk factors

IPMNs (cysts)

Genetic and familial risk factors

IPMNs (cysts)

Chronic pancreatitis

New onset diabetes

Physician Call 

Points

High-risk surveillance centers

Interventional GIs & pancreas specialists

High-risk surveillance centers

Interventional GIs & pancreas specialists

GIs

High-risk surveillance centers

Interventional GIs & pancreas specialists

GIs

Endocrinologists

Primary care

Geographic Reach 6 territories (18 states) National National
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Executing reimbursement plan for US insurance coverage

Extensive payer insights obtained (2021)

CAP accreditation received (2021)

Peer reviewed blinded validation study published (2021) 

Physician experience program initiated (2022)

PLA code approved (2022)

Head of Market Access hired (2022)

Pricing recommendation for CLFS submitted to CMS (2022)

PanFAM-1 study results announced (2022)

Initiate payer discussions (2022) 

Engage with KOLs & clinicians – advocate with payers (2022)

PLA code active (2022)

CMS CLFS rate active (2023)

Sign first commercial payer demonstration project (Q4 2022 – Q1 2023)

Recognize initial commercial reimbursement (Q4 2022 – Q1 2023)
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Establishing the leader in the early detection of pancreatic cancer

AREA 2022 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

OPERATIONAL ✓ Clear strategic focus on pancreatic cancer

✓ Secured CAP accreditation 

✓ Hired experienced commercial leader as US CEO

✓ Expanded sales team 

✓ Entered into R&D alliance with Proteomedix

ADOPTION / REIMBURSEMENT ✓ Deepened strategic partnerships with patient advocacy groups and KOLs

✓ Launched the Pioneers in Early Detection physician experience program

✓ Hired Head of US Market Access

✓ Obtained licensure in 49 US states, only NY outstanding

✓ Obtained PLA code

✓ Obtained CMS preliminary payment determination implying price of $897

CLINICAL ✓ Published peer-reviewed, blinded validation study in Clinical & Translational Gastroenterology 1

✓ Announced results from the PanFAM-1 study

✓ Obtained samples from new onset diabetes patients through PanDIA clinical collaboration

1. Brand RE, Persson J, Bratlie SO et al. Detection of early-stage pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma from blood 
samples: 
Results of a multiplex biomarker signature validation study. Clin Transl Gastroenterol. 2022;13(3):e00468. 
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helloir@immunovia.com
www.immunovia.com

Q&A
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